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Executive Summary 
 
 

• The HIV epidemic threatens to destroy much of the social structure of southern and 
eastern Africa, including Churches of Christ. 

 
• Bruce and Beth Smith have been prepared through a number of life circumstances to 

serve African churches in learning to confront HIV. 
 
• The Smiths see mission work as the use, by Christians, usually across cultures, of the 

tools and gifts given them by God to bring people back to God.  It is the task of 
churches to commission individuals for such service. 

 
• For many reasons the base for this project will be located in the country of Malawi in 

southern and eastern Africa. 
 
• This project will be two-pronged: 

o Training church leaders throughout southern and eastern Africa to confront HIV 
through their churches 

o Establishing a "Model HIV Project" in a small number of villages in a region of 
Malawi 

 
• The "team" for this project will be composed of church leaders throughout the region. 
 
• The initial phases of this project are envisioned to take five years, with the possibility 

of expanding the project in the next five years. 
 
• The costs for this project will be born by a variety of investors. 

o The Smiths will be supported by church funds beginning with primary sponsorship 
by Landmark Church of Christ, Montgomery, Alabama. 

o Villages will be expected to support their own personnel. 
o HIV grant funds will be sought for necessary medical hardware and HIV tests and 

medications. 
o An effort will be made to make primary care medications available at a cost 

villagers can afford. 
 

For a narrative version of the Executive Summary see Appendix A, p. 11.  
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Biographical Sketch 
 
 

 The following events in the lives of Bruce and Beth 
Smith have prepared them to work in the proposed mission: 
 
• A call early in life to mission service 
 
• Graduates of Sunset School of Missions and students at 

Abilene Christian's Summer Seminar in Missions 
 
• Work with congregations that are leaders in missions:  

Sunset in Lubbock and Decatur in Atlanta 
 
• Broad-based medical training for Bruce in Family Practice and Preventive Medicine 
 
• 8 years experience in medical missions in Central America 
 
• 17 years work for Bruce in health systems change and care of HIV patients in 

southern California 
 
• Life-long involvement with local congregations, currently with the Redlands, 

California, Church of Christ 
 
• 6 investigational and teaching  visits to Africa about HIV in the last five years 
 

For a narrative version of the Biographical Sketch, see appendix B, p. 12.
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Theology of Mission 
 
 

 The following points summarize Bruce and Beth Smith's thoughts about missions: 
 
• Christian mission is doing work God desires to accomplish God's purposes in God's 

Kingdom. 
 
• The objective of Christian mission:  bringing all who will come, back to God. 
 
• The means of Christian mission are: 
 

o Sharing the good news of Jesus' life, death, resurrection, and invitation 
o Perfecting and equipping the saints through healthy teaching 
o Service by all Christians to others in the name of Jesus 

 
• Missionaries are persons sent out by churches to accomplish God's will in other 

areas, usually across cultures. 
 
• Christian mission has throughout the ages included healing as a demonstration of the 

power of God over evil, sometimes miraculously and sometimes through other tools 
God has given Christians. 

 
• This particular mission would be characterized as equipping the saints for service 

through training Christians in Africa to deal with HIV in the name of Jesus Christ. 
 

For a narrative version of this Theology of Mission, see Appendix C, p. 13.
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Elizabeth Halale noted 
that HIV was stealing all 
the church's resources. 

A Unique Mission 
 

Background 
 
 

 The need for this particular mission is demonstrated by the following facts: 
 

• HIV infects more than 10% of the adults in eastern and 
southern Africa, nearly 30% in some countries. 

 
• Less than 1/3 of those needing treatment in poor 

countries are currently receiving it. 
 
• Deaths that will occur without some change in the status 

quo threaten the stability of African society. 
 
• At least one congregation in the region has disappeared 

due to deaths from HIV. 
 
• Leaders of African Churches of Christ have cried out for 

help in the fight against HIV. 
 

• Initial attempts at educating and motivating African church leaders to deal with HIV 
have been quite successful. 

 
• The principals in a five nation teaching mission in 2005 came to the conclusion that 

further teaching was both necessary and desirable and that a model demonstration 
project would be useful for addressing this problem. 

 
For a narrative version of this Background sketch, see Appendix D-1., p.14.  
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Site and People 
 

 Malawi, a southeast African nation of nearly 14 million 
people, nestled in the Y-shaped arms of its neighbor to the south, 
Mozambique, has been chosen as the base site for this mission 
for many reasons, including the following: 
 
• Malawi is a peaceful nation, having never been at war with 

its neighbors and having undergone several peaceful, 
democratic changes of government. 

 
• The 12% prevalence of HIV infection in adults is moderate for the region 
 
• Churches of Christ have a membership of about 500,000 in the country 
 
• Members of Churches of Christ in Malawi are engaged in major rural agricultural 

development projects 
 
• There is ready access to international transportation near our probable living site 
 
• We have many contacts with organizations in Malawi and with Malawians in the 

U.S. who are willing to work with us in a variety of ways 
 
• The Landmark Church of Christ, which is sponsoring this project, is already working 

in Malawi. 
 
• Malawi has two "official" languages, English & Chichewa, the latter of which is 

spoken as the primary language of over half the population. 
 

For a narrative discussion of the choice of  
Site and People for this project, see Appendix D-2, p. 15.  
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Team Composition 
 

 As this project is primarily aimed at training 
Africans for service rather than the direct provision 
of services, the "team" will built as the project 
grows and will consist of church and village leaders 
from Malawi and the other nations where we will be 
teaching and preparing churches and villages to 
confront HIV. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Essential Linkages 
 

 The following are organizations with which this project will seek to work closely: 
 
• Malawian Ministry of Health 
 
• Malawian National AIDS Commission       
 
• Christian Relief Fund 
 
• Healing Hands International 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

For a narrative version of this discussion of the Team Composition and  
Essential Linkages of this project, see Appendices D-3 & D-4, pp. 16 & 17.

Napoleon Dzombe( left) and Moses Khombe Banda 
(right) have contributed heavily to this project.  
They are primary "team-mates" in this project. 
 

Bruce met with the Hon. 
Marjorie Ngaunje, then Minister 
of Health of Malawi.   Such links 
are key to the success of this 
project. 

Other Possible Links Include: 
 

• World Vision 
 
• Save the Children 
 
• CARE 
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Objectives and Strategy 
 

This project will have two major goals: 
1. Train and motivate leaders of churches throughout southern and eastern Africa, 

beginning with Churches of Christ, to work through their congregations to confront 
HIV. 

2. Set up a multi-faceted, village-based model project addressing HIV in many ways in a 
small number of villages in Malawi. 
 
 Yearly objectives will be: 

 
Year 
 
 
Year 1:   
 
 
Year 2: 
 
 
 
 
 
Year 3: 
 
 
 
 
 
Year 4: 
 
 
 
Year 5:   
 
 
 

 
 
 

Train Leaders Throughout  
Southeast Africa 

 
Plan for seminars in Year 2 
 
 
• Conduct HIV Seminars in 

some other heavily affected 
countries 

• Design the Train-the-Trainer 
seminar 

 
Conduct HIV seminars in most 
other heavily affected countries; 
Train-the-Trainer in at least one 
 
 
 
Have conducted Train-the 
Trainer seminar in several 
countries 
 
Have conducted "Train-the-
Trainer" seminars in most of the 
heavily affected countries 
 
 
 

 

Multi-faceted Model Project             
In Malawi 

 
Get a good working command of the 
Chichewa language. 
 
• Satisfy Malawian requirements for a 

medical license.   
• Define the target area 
• Enlist leaders of villages of the target 

area as project collaborators 
 
• Train village leaders regarding HIV 

and set village objectives; accomplish 
at least one objective 

• Have increased language proficiency 
to a professional level 

 
• Continue work on other village-

specific objectives 
 

• Consider expansion of pilot project 
and continuation of Smiths' 
involvement 

• Write up project evaluation & 
recommendations

For a fuller discussion of these Goals and Objectives, including the rationale for 
basing this project in villages, see Appendix D-5a & D-5b, pages 18-20.
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Kenyan church leaders plan ways to 
respond to HIV in a 2005 Nairobi 
seminar. 

Areas for Possible HIV Intervention 
and 

Activities for Accomplishment of Objectives 
 
 

 There are four major areas in which each 
site could choose to intervene to reduce the 
impact of HIV.  Sites attending the educational-
motivational seminar in areas outside the model 
project area will be expected to choose at least 
prevention activities and one of the other three.  
Villages in the model project area will be 
encouraged to use all four.  Work in any of these 
will help reduce the stigma of HIV infection, an 
overarching need for successfully addressing the 
epidemic. The four particular major areas are: 
 
Prevention:  The use of at least one method of 
teaching about how HIV is spread and about the various means to reduce the risk of that 
spread will be a requirement for every site that participates in this project. 
 
Support of the Infected and Affected: 

• Convening and facilitating support groups 

• Provision of home-based care, a form of respite and hospice care 
 
Treatment: 

• Facilitating, encouraging or offering testing as the door to treatment 

• Linking to treatment those persons with positive tests and/or providing medication 
 
Care of Widows and Orphans: 

• Prioritizing those most needing care 

• Offering care from within the village and local church 

• Linking needy orphans and widows to external sources of support 
 

For a narrative discussion of these  
Areas for . . . Intervention, see Appendix D-5-c, p 21. 
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Budget 
 
 

Ongoing Personal Expenses Monthly Expenses 
  

Total personal expenses & salary $2990
 

Ongoing Malawi Work Expenses  
  

Fuel 375
Auto Maintenance 150
Auto Insurance 84
Internet Access (air time) 200
Annual trip to U.S. 475
CME 50
California License Maintenance 40
Total Ongoing Working Expenses  $1374
 

Ongoing Out of Country Seminar Expenses 
 
Travel* *(1250)
Seminar Materials and Supplies** **(15)
Total Ongoing Out of Country Seminar Expenses (1265)
 
TOTAL ONGOING EXPENSES $4364 (5629)

  
One Time Expenses  

Vehicle $55,000
Setting up housekeeping 7,000
Internet Access (hardware) 200
TOTAL ONE TIME EXPENSES $62,200
 
*These will not begin until 2011 
**See the Budget Narrative, appendix E-2. 
 

For a Budget Narrative to defend these figures and possible  
Alternative Sources for funding, see Appendices D-6a & D-6b, pp 26 & 27.  
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Conclusion 
 

• HIV threatens to transform African society in frightening ways. 
 
• The Good News is a perfect antidote to this threat. 
 
• Churches are  
 

o Poorly equipped to confront HIV 
 
o Eager to learn what to do 

 
 

• Your are invited to partner with the Smiths to give churches the tools they need 
to combat HIV 

 
• Questions should be directed to: 

 
Bruce and Beth Smith 

c/o Landmark Church of Christ 
1800 Halcyon Blvd. 

Montgomery, Alabama 36117 
Bruce@hivemsa.org 
Beth@hivemsa.org 

951-733-7297 
 

 
References 

 
• Wes Gunn, Missions Minister 

Landmark Church of Christ 
1800 Halcyon Blvd. 
Montgomery, Alabama 36117 
wes@landmarkchurch.net 
334-277-5800  
 

• Jim Parks, elder, Redlands Church of Christ 
Elderparks@hotmail.com 
951-924-4448 
 

For a narrative version of this Conclusion and a  
fuller set of References, please see Appendix F, p. 28ff. 
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Appendix A:  Executive Summary Narrative 
 

 The HIV pandemic has disproportionately affected sub-Saharan Africa with greater than 10% of 
the adults in most countries in the southern and eastern regions currently infected.  Only about a third of 
those who need it are receiving treatment.  Church leaders have expressed their dismay at the effects of 
the epidemic and have called for help from American churches in confronting it.  At least one entire 
congregation in the region has disappeared as a result of the disease.   
 Bruce and Beth Smith have been prepared through a variety of circumstances to work in this 
field.  Those circumstances include formal training at Harding, Abilene Christian, Sunset School of 
Missions, and Loma Linda School of Public Health, eight years in medical mission work in Central 
America, and Bruce's work as an HIV physician for the past 16 years.  Their five trips to Africa in the last 
four years have informed them and equipped them to work with church leaders in methods for 
confronting this epidemic.  In addition, they have no major social constraints to keep them in the U.S. 
 The Smiths see mission work as the working out of the purposes of God among those whom he is 
calling back to himself.  This includes sharing the good news of Jesus' redeeming life, death and 
resurrection for all who trust in him, perfecting those who answer that call for service to each other and 
their communities, and continued spreading of the good news of salvation.   Missionaries are sent out by 
churches to reach peoples of other regions and cultures. 
 After considering several possible sites, the Smiths have decided to base a two-pronged project in 
Malawi, southern Africa, to assist churches in confronting the HIV epidemic.  Reasons for choosing 
Malawi include a stable political situation for many years, a moderate prevalence of HIV in the region 
(11% of adults), less resources for confronting HIV than in many other countries, fairly high penetration 
of Churches of Christ in the population, interest of church leaders in having such a project in their 
country, the presence of a strong rural development project headed by a national leader who is a member 
of the Churches of Christ, easy access to international transportation, and involvement in Malawi of a 
congregation willing to sponsor the project. 
 The Smiths will work with church leaders throughout the region and particularly in Malawi to 
structure and guide the project.  Low numbers of expatriate staff will be possible as villagers are 
encouraged to partner with existing HIV resources in the country and are themselves trained to provide 
care for their own neighbors.  While it will be possible to accomplish the goals of the project with the 
human resources in place, other resources may be recruited or join the project as the Lord provides.   
 The project will have two prongs, one training church leaders throughout the region about HIV 
and how to prevent and care for it, including involving the local church in work with national and local 
organizations that are working to combat HIV.  The second part of the project will be implementing a 
"demonstration project" in a relatively small sub-set of villages in a region of Malawi to mount a well-
rounded, global attack on HIV from every possible direction.  This attack will ideally include prevention 
teaching, care of widows and orphans, making available testing for HIV infection and treatment of those 
infected, and psychological and social support of those who are infected and their kin.  This project is 
envisioned to be based in the village social structures under the authority of village leadership while 
involving churches both as a point of entry into the village and as a source of personnel to work in the 
project in the name of Jesus Christ. 
 The initial phase of this project, regional education and implementation of a demonstration 
project, is envisioned to take five years.  The first year will involve primarily language learning, with 
some HIV education in Malawi occurring in the last quarter.  During the second year villages to be 
involved in the demonstration project will be selected, education and treatment in villages will begin, and 
work on objectives chosen by each village will begin.  At the end of five years a difference in HIV 
survival and transmission should be demonstrable, and a decision made about enlarging the project.  In 
other countries, education of church leaders will occur on a regular basis beginning the second year, and 
by the end of the fifth year, trainers of trainers will be working to continue that education and training. 
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Appendix B:  Biographical Sketch Narrative:  Bruce & Beth Smith 
 
 
 Bruce and Beth Smith planned to be missionaries before they 
met.  Bruce was first called to be a physician and was later encouraged 
to be a medical missionary.  A missions youth rally with David 
Gatewood and Kenny Sinclair sealed his commitment to missions.  
Beth's association with Otis Gatewood and Ukrainian Epi Stephan 
Bilak in her Rochester, Michigan, congregation encouraged her to do 
missions.   
 Bruce and Beth met at Harding, working together on 
Campaigns Northeast.  Medical Missions seminars there fanned the 
flames of their mission interest.  Bruce's medical school in San 
Antonio concluded with a six week trip to Cameroon and Nigeria to 
work in two different medical mission models and was followed by 
residency for which they were sent by God to Lubbock.  There they 
were members of the Sunset congregation, working on the Missions Committee and joining a team 
exploring future mission work in Brazil.  They also reunited briefly there with future partners Dr. Hop 
and Marty Paden, whom God sent ahead of them to northern Georgia.   
 Bruce worked for a year on the faculty of his family practice residency during which both 
completed Sunset's School of Missions.  They then went to Atlanta to help form a mission-oriented group 
practice with the Decatur Congregation.  A 1980 visit to the Pan American lectures with Hop Paden 
offered an opportunity in Nicaragua, and in February of 1982 they moved to Managua sponsored by the 
Airline Drive congregation in Bossier City, Louisiana.   
 After eight years in Nicaragua, Costa Rica, and Guatemala, and the birth of 3 children, the oldest 
then entering high school, the Smith's moved to California to give their children 18 months' exposure to 
U.S. culture.  Bruce worked on his Masters in Public Health and preventive medicine residency in the 
Adventist medical missions-oriented Loma Linda University.  Answering a call for what they later 
understood as stability, they remained in southern California where Bruce became an elder in the 
Redlands Church of Christ, and Beth directed the Praise Team.  Bruce worked in the local public health 
department in Maternal-Child Health and cared for HIV patients in the department's clinic.  Beth earned a 
master's degree in Library and Information Science and founded and built the library in a local Christian 
school which their children attended.   
 In late 2003 while attending an HIV course, Bruce was struck by the discrepancy between public 
health reports of the devastation HIV was wreaking in Africa, and the silence from medical mission 
organizations in Churches of Christ about the disease.  Inquiring of veteran missionaries, Bruce was 
encouraged to visit the quadrennial meeting Africans Claiming Africa in Ghana in August, 2004.  He 
went, spoke about HIV and conducted focus groups among participants, learning that African Church 
leaders were often also silent, but that churches and their members were being devastated by the disease.  
Hearing pleas for assistance from many who were there, Bruce felt compelled to help, and Beth has come 
to appreciate, accept and confirm that call. 
 Since then Bruce has visited a total of six countries in Africa on 5 trips (with Beth on 4), speaking 
and conducting seminars about HIV and investigating sites for a base and model project which their 2005 
seminar team concluded was desirable.  Bruce has also spoken more than 15 times to missions meetings 
and churches in the U.S. about HIV and missions.  While presenting at Abilene Christian University's 
Missions Focus in May, 2007, he met Wes Gunn, Missions Minister for the Landmark congregation, 
Montgomery, Alabama, a relationship which has grown and branched to many others such that Landmark 
has decided to sponsor the Smiths in the work described in this proposal.   
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Appendix C:  Theology of Mission Narrative 
 

 Christian mission is, in the broadest sense, the working out of the goals of the Kingdom of God.  
Members of the Kingdom do this as they work out the will of God in their own lives according to the gifts 
and opportunities they are given.  These Kingdom goals are the initial and ongoing reconciliation with 
their Creator of all those who will accept that reconciliation.  This reconciliation is necessary because all 
have been separated from their Creator by their own contrary and thus sinful choices.  These Kingdom 
goals are accomplished through three things.  The first is the sharing of the good news that Jesus died as 
the perfect sacrifice for our sins, was raised in demonstration of his deity, and invites us to trust him for 
forgiveness and direction in life.  The second is the perfecting of the saints by healthy teaching about the 
ways of God and training in the exercise of spiritual disciplines which open the path to growth in ongoing 
reconciliation.  The third is the service growing out of that perfecting, service to both outsiders as well as 
other citizens of the Kingdom.  This shared life in the company of local believers not only lends to 
encouragement in godly living, but also demonstrates to outsiders the love of Christ living in the 
behaviors of the group.  These behaviors form a testimony to outsiders of the reality of God. 
 The church of the New Testament recognized two types of apostles.  The first were apostles of 
Jesus Christ including the original twelve plus Matthias and Paul, appointed explicitly by the Lord.  
Second were the apostles of the church which included Barnabas and probably Andronicus and Junia, 
John Mark and Silas as well as others who were appointed by the churches.  Both types were sent in the 
service of the King, but the twelve and Paul have been ever recognized as having special authority based 
in their direct commission from Jesus.  Missionaries today, like the apostles of the church in the New 
Testament, are commissioned by churches for special service in the Kingdom.  The fact that they are 
called "apostles" in the New Testament (meaning "sent ones" in Greek) or "missionaries" today (from the 
word for "sent ones" in Latin) implies that they are sent away from their place of origin.  Their going out 
from those who commissioned them usually implies cross-cultural service at some geographical distance.  
This is somewhat simplistic and perhaps inaccurate today, however, as very different cultures may be 
separated in the cities of our world by just a street or a few houses.  Missionaries might be sent to just the 
other side of town.   
 Literal translation of the grammar of the Great Commission might suggest that it is not the "going 
away" that is commissioned, but rather the activity the missionary will do as he or she is going.  A better 
translation might be:  "Going into all the world, preach the gospel . . ." or "As you are going into all the 
world, proclaim . . ."  Be that as it may, Christians will be going and congregations are encouraged by the 
Spirit to send them out for the purpose of sharing the good news of the Kingdom. 
 This sharing, as worked out in the life of Jesus and of those whom he personally commissioned, 
included preaching and healing.  The healing demonstrates the spoken truth that the power of God has 
been unleashed against the forces of darkness.  It is these forces of darkness which have largely succeeded 
in marring if not destroying the perfect habitation God had made for man's home.  The church, as the 
living, commissioned body of Christ on earth today, demonstrates this same presence of the power of God 
as its members use the various gifts or tools which the Holy Spirit has given today to those following the 
King.  We are not our own, we have been bought with a price.  Our bodies, our possessions, our 
knowledge, our emotions, our selves and all we have been loaned for use in this world (dare we say "we 
own" anything?) are to be used with all their capabilities in the service of Kingdom ends. 
 Christian mission, then, implies churches sending individuals to use their various gifts of service 
to manifest the love of God and invite others to follow him, and to perfect the saints as Paul often did in 
his follow-up trips and through the help of his own delegates such as Titus and Timothy.  The project we 
are proposing falls primarily in the latter category of perfecting the saints, helping them to engage in 
healthy, Christian living and equipping them to better serve their neighbors in relation to the HIV 
epidemic.  In this equipping of the saints, however, they will be better prepared to share, in the way they 
live but also verbally, good news of Jesus Christ with those who have not yet chosen to trustingly follow 
the King. 
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Appendix D:  A Unique Mission Narrative 
 
 
D-1:  BACKGROUND 
 
 This proposal has grown out of the cry of African church leaders for assistance in dealing with 
the HIV epidemic and our subsequent experiences in attempting to answer that call.  We propose to 
supply training about HIV and how to combat it to Churches of Christ throughout Africa with emphasis 
on the most-affected southern and eastern regions, while establishing a demonstration project in a target 
area of one of those countries, Malawi.  This project is unique in that it will be a "bottoms-up", village-
based approach. 
 HIV is changing the face of the globe, but especially the face of Africa.  It is estimated that in 

2007 over 2/3 of the HIV-infected people in the world lived in sub-
Saharan Africa, but the region's population comprises just under 10% of 
the world's people.  In some areas 1/4 of the adult population is infected 
with HIV, and these people will die in 5-10 years if they are not treated. 
In the poorer areas of the world, however, including sub-Saharan 
Africa, only 1/3 of the people needing treatment with medication are 
receiving it.  In some countries this fact threatens to reduce the number 
of people ages 40-60 by 50%-90% in the next twenty years.  Much of 
the region is wracked with uncertainty about HIV as some 
governmental leaders publicly question the relationship of HIV to the 
deaths sweeping the country and call for the population to ignore the 
treatment being offered.  Myths and cultural practices promising health 

actually often spread the disease.   
 In countries where the disease has been relatively successfully 
detained, churches have played a major role, but Churches of Christ, due 
to our practice of congregational autonomy, have largely been left out of 
the loop when governmental Ministries of Health or Ministries of 

Religion bring together religious leaders for training.  This is true even where Churches of Christ have 
many members.  But even when churches have worked successfully, the work is often limited to churches 
in cities, and the small churches of the villages are neglected.   
 In August of 2004 leaders of Churches of Christ gathered at the quadrennial Africans Claiming 
Africa conference in Bonso, Ghana.  These leaders described the depths of their despair as family, friends, 
and church members fell before HIV's swath.  One nurse at the Ghana conference said, "HIV is 
consuming all our resources:  our time, our money, our strength, our emotions, and our spirits, while it 
carries away our people.  We have nothing left to do anything else with."  We recently learned of an 
entire African congregation of the Churches of Christ that 
no longer exists because all the adult members died of 
HIV.   The leaders at the Ghana conference repeatedly 
asked, among other things, for reliable information about 
the disease and how to prevent and combat it.   
 In 2005, we spent a week in each of five countries 
in Africa's eastern and southern regions first gathering 
information, then for two days teaching leaders of mostly 
Churches of Christ about HIV and inspiring them to 
confront this nemesis through their congregations.  
Responses of the participants and continued reports 
through others of the thankfulness and subsequent work 
confronting the epidemic by those who attended have 

Elizabeth Halale noted that HIV 
was stealing all the church's 
resources. 

Kenyan church leaders plan ways to respond to 
HIV in a 2005 Nairobi seminar. 
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shown the value of this approach.  At the end of that trip, the principals came to two conclusions:            
1) many more leaders needed to be taught, and 2) a model demonstration project involving churches in 
one country would be desirable. 
 Martin Luther is purported to have said that no matter how good a church's ministry is, if it is 
ignoring the place where Satan is attacking hardest, then the ministry is worthless.  Satan is currently 
attacking around the globe via HIV, and it could be argued that in southeastern Africa HIV is his primary 
tool of attack.  This mission will further the Kingdom of God by preparing Churches of Christ throughout 
Africa, and particularly the southern and eastern areas, to better manage in the battle against HIV.  The 
knowledge God has revealed to us about this disease and our knowledge of humanity as revealed in God's 
word will be important weapons in this battle.  But as the apostle reminds us, these will only be effective 
when joined with the love of Christ living in Christians and their congregations as this love overcomes the 
incredible fear and stigma against those infected with HIV, perhaps the most important obstacle to 
stopping the disease.   
 
 
D-2:  SITE AND PEOPLE NARRATIVE 
 
 But where should such a mission be based and a "model project" be developed?  After 
considering multiple sites, and seeing the feasibility of most disappear, each for its own reasons, two 
stood out.  We have chosen to work in Malawi, Southeast Africa, as our base, with the Chewa people as 
the focus for a model project for the following reasons: 
 

1. Malawi is a peaceful country having engaged in no major 
internal strife or war with its neighbors since independence. 

2. Malawi's HIV prevalence of 12% in the adult population is 
neither overwhelming, nor is it small. 

3. Members of Churches of Christ are currently engaged in 
agricultural development work in multiple villages of Malawi.  
This is desirable for a model project because villages which 
cannot feed themselves cannot mount a locally based response 
to the epidemic. 

4. Neither the area in which we would probably work nor our 
likely living site is far from international transportation in the 
capital city, facilitating international mobility as well as 
ongoing immigration and other paperwork necessary for living 
as an expatriate.  And, Malawi is in the center of the target 
region, making it within one to two days' drive of other centers where education for church 
leaders could be effectively conducted. 

5. There are many congregations of Churches of Christ among the Chewa, making it possible to 
work with Churches of Christ in many areas of Malawi. 

6. A medical facility run by Malawian members of Churches of Christ would probably collaborate 
with such a project. 

7. One wealthy Malawian member of the Church of Christ has extensive experience working with 
villages in various ways to promote their development. 

8. Our first HIV educational effort in Malawi was well-received. 
9. We have invitations from individuals and congregations in Malawi to come and work with them 

in confronting this problem.   
10. We have made social contact with two other Christian Medical Mission organizations which 

address HIV, which relationships could possibly be expanded into formal working agreements. 

Malawi, in south-eastern 
Africa, offers much as a 
base for this project. 
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11. The Landmark Church of Christ, Montgomery, Alabama, which is sponsoring this mission, is 
currently working in Malawi and is prepared to move sooner toward a mission in Malawi than to 
the primary alternative. 

12. Our own contacts in Southern California include Malawians who are public health professionals 
and who are interested in creating and maintaining a supportive relationship with the project. 

 
The language of the Chewa people, Chichewa, is spoken all over Malawi as one of two "official 

languages", the other being English, though most people who lived in villages do not speak English.  The 
Chewa are the largest ethnic group of several living in Malawi, numbering about seven million.  Over 
57% of the people speak Chichewa as their first language among more than eight ethnic languages in the 
country.  In addition, the Chewa extend westward into both Mozambique and Zambia, perhaps facilitating 
an international extension of the "model project" aspect of this mission.   

The Malawi Chewa are noted by the Joshua Project to practice Christianity as their primary 
religion, with 78% being adherents of some type of Christianity (mostly Anglican and Catholic) but only 
1.8% noted to be evangelical.  There are over 4000 Churches of Christ in Malawi with an estimated 
membership of 500,000 members; most of these are among the Chewa people.  The congregations in the 
cities include well-educated professionals, some of whom work in very responsible government positions, 
and some members have served as members of the Malawian parliament, but most of the congregations 
and members live in rural villages working at subsistence farming. 
 
 
D-3:  TEAM COMPOSITION NARRATIVE 
 

But who will carry out this project?  Who will make up the team that will develop it?  Regarding 
the international educational work, we began to establish in 2005 a network of African church leaders to 
host and plan our project in each country we visited.  We will continue to cultivate and build that network 

in an increasing number of countries to advise us of 
the needs of the churches and the effectiveness of the 
work we are doing.  A list of the principal contacts in 
each of the five countries visited for the 2005 seminars 
is available on request. 

Regarding the model project in Malawi, a 
nation with a long history of evangelism and mission 
work and many established and strong Churches of 
Christ, it is only natural that the primary team should 
include or consist primarily of Malawians.  Thus the 
primary partner on this team will be Mr. Napoleon 
Dzombe, Christian, farmer, business man and leader 
among the Chewa people.  Mr. Dzombe is currently 
carrying out major development efforts among rural 
farmers of the Chewa people.  He has given invaluable 

assistance and advice with regard to this HIV project and will be expected to continue to provide ongoing 
counsel regarding the approach to and work with the Chewa people, as well as an introduction into 
villages where his development projects have taken root.  He has held the title of "Traditional Authority", 
two levels above the village headman (or chief) in the ranking of Chewa traditional governance, and is a 
member of the Counsel of the Chewa King. 

The leaders of the Zone 47 Church of Christ of the capital city, Lilongwe, have strongly 
encouraged this project and given practical advice.  Brothers Winter Chinamale and Moses Khombe 
Banda are only two of several leaders who have given their advice and assistance in this work. They and 
others still to be identified will be looked to as a "counsel of advisors" regarding the ongoing 
implementation of the project.  We will continue to seek out other Malawians, particularly those involved 

Napoleon Dzombe( left) and Moses Khombe Banda 
(right) have contributed heavily to this project.  
They are primary "team-mates" in this project.
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in HIV work, as well as North American physicians working in HIV in Malawi, who will be able to 
advise us regarding the project's ongoing design and implementation. 

While we Smiths are the only Americans from Churches of Christ who have committed to 
moving to Africa, we have asked other partners with particular areas of expertise to assist us periodically.  
In 2005 Anna Griffith joined the Smiths in training church leaders about HIV.  
With the practicum of her Doctor of Ministry degree from Abilene Christian 
University focusing on the implementation of church and community-based 
HIV ministries, and her extensive experience training leaders in Africa, 
particularly in the establishment and operation of support groups for those 
infected with and affected by HIV, we will look to Anna for invaluable 
assistance in this area. 

Roseanne Dreyer is an international human resources officer with 
Chevron Oil Company currently working in Kazakhstan, but with previous 
experience in Angola.  Her responsibility is to insure that the international 
consortium developing her assigned oil field fulfills its contracts with the host 
government to hire an increasing percentage of its employees from the local 
economy.  Roseanne designs the hiring criteria and the training of those 
employees.  She assisted us in 2005 in designing, and improving as we went 
along, the seminar educating church members about HIV.  She assisted us in 
designing a brief seminar for Malawi last year, and we have asked her to be 
involved in designing a "training of trainers". 

Dr. Ron Mataya, head of the Global Health Department of Loma 
Linda University School of Public Health, and a Malawian gynecologist, has 
given invaluable advice and has agreed to continue to work with us in a variety of ways, including 
maintaining connections with the students and faculty of the school of public health.  He is joined by Dr. 
Jake Job, also of the Global Health Department, and Dr. Harvey Elder.  Dr. Elder is the former Chief of 
Infectious Diseases at the Jerry L. Pettis Memorial V.A. Hospital in Loma Linda, is an attending 
physician at the HIV Clinic of the San Bernardino County Dept. of Public Health, and has made 
numerous trips to Africa through Samaritan's Purse, training evangelical church leaders about HIV.  This 
group is willing to advise us regarding technical issues from a public health point of view.  We are also 
working toward forming a relationship with the pediatric infectious disease doctors at Loma Linda as a 
means of receiving technical support in the area of HIV in children. 

In summary, while Bruce and Beth Smith will be the only North Americans relocating to Malawi 
to engage this project, they anticipate the ongoing active engagement of several circles of Malawian 
brothers and sisters who are anxious for this project to succeed, as well as the intermittent, periodic, ad 
hoc, and yes even electronic support of a large circle of specialists each of whom has agreed to support 
the project in a collective variety of individually particular ways. 
 
 
D-4:  ESSENTIAL LINKAGES NARRATIVE 
 
 Linkages with a number of organizations will be 
necessary for the success of this project, beginning with local 
leaders in a segment of the target people.  These will be 
approached through local village and church leaders.   
 Linkages with the Ministry of Health at both the 
national and local levels will be essential for carrying out this 
project.  National approval of the project in concept would be 
obtained prior to initiating the project.   
 Connections with the appropriate initiatives and 
agencies funded by the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Malaria and 

Dr. Ron Mataya, Chair 
of the Dept. of Global 
Health, Loma Linda 
University & a 
Malawian Ob-gyn, will 
provide counsel on this 
project.  

Bruce met with the Hon. Marjorie Ngaunje, 
then Minister of Health of Malawi.   Such 
links are key to the success of this project. 
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Tuberculosis and the President's Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR) will be sought and 
established.  These relationships will be helpful in obtaining ideas for culturally sensitive means of 
carrying out most of the objectives of the project.  Anti-retroviral medications (ARV's) will be sought 
through the Global Fund, PEPFAR and the Ministry of Health, though most of the other objectives will 
probably be best carried out without funding external to the local village or church in order to insure 
sustainability.    
 A consulting relationship will be sought with an internationally recognized HIV expert to provide 
independent advice on project development and to help guide the project to success and provide 
credibility to international funders.  Locally, ongoing efforts in individual villages will be woven into the 
efforts of this project avoiding duplication of services or the establishment of competitive relationships. 
 An agreement will be sought and made with the Christian Relief Fund, a child sponsorship 
agency of Churches of Christ in the United States, to assist in raising orphan and widow support and 
training local leaders in the administration of such funds and reporting their use. 
 Ongoing consultation with Healing Hands International and with appropriate Christian College 
business department faculty regarding cottage industry development in the target area will be sought to 
establish income-generating activities and break the cycle of poverty that is important in HIV spread. 
 
 
D-5:  OBJECTIVES AND STRATEGY NARRATIVE 
 
 This project contemplates local and regional components.  The local component would consist of 
working within a fairly circumscribed rural area (10-20 villages--the target area) to establish a multi-
faceted, community-based HIV prevention and treatment program.  Churches of Christ would be used as 
portals of entry to the villages, and all churches would be invited to participate in training of care-givers.  
In addition to prevention of HIV transmission and hospice care for the very ill, and working to establish 
means for caring for widows and orphans, this project would envision training some villagers in the 
primary medical care of their people as well as the medical care (at a simple level) of HIV.  Teaching 
them to deliver primary care is desirable for many reasons, but it is essential if confidentiality about HIV 
infection is to be maintained while HIV treatment is being given.   
 The regional component would consist first of training church leaders throughout Africa, but 
especially in the south and east how to deal with HIV in four main areas:  prevention, treatment (testing 
and linkage to care with anti-retrovirals), widow and orphan care, and support of the infected and affected 
through hospice and support groups.  This would be followed by training of selected leaders as trainers of 
others so that the work could be self-perpetuating.   
 
 
D-5-a:  The Church or the Village as a Local Project Base  

 
 Establishing social accountability in the face of extreme 
poverty is an ongoing problem, and perhaps more so in the context 
of the HIV epidemic.  As we have investigated the means for 
insuring such accountability we have been encouraged by three 
persons of Churches of Christ who are working with organizations 
doing development work in Africa to use the social structures of 
the African village as the base for this work rather than local 
churches.  The reasons for this have been multiple, but include the 
following: 

 
1. Though village leaders (headmen/chiefs) are not perfect, the 

social structures that have invested authority in them are older (in 
most cases ancient) and more stable in Malawian culture than 

Villagers meet in an 
evangelistic effort in east-
central Malawi.   
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most church structures.  Social structures supporting traditional village leadership are also usually 
more proven within those cultures and have systems of accountability which are better worked out 
than do church leadership structures.  (While I do not deny the antiquity of church leadership models 
as exemplified in the New Testament, nor that Malawian Churches of Christ are working as best they 
can to emulate the New Testament models, my negative comments refer to the models of church 
leadership becoming part of the warp and woof of Malawian life.  A little more time than has passed 
so far will be required for church leadership structures to begin to approach the functionality of 
traditional village leadership models in these villages.) 

2. The number of converts is a criterion commonly used both formally and informally as a basis for 
advancement of preachers in church social hierarchies, including social structures and/or the ability to 
raise money internationally.  Local leaders of churches of all kinds thus tend to be so motivated by the 
desire to "convert" their neighbors that they will use any method available to manipulate people into 
their churches.  Special projects in village churches are often used as just such manipulative tools to 
"evangelize" or proselytize members from one denomination to another, with services granted 
preferentially to members and denied to non-members.  Churches of Christ are not immune to this 
phenomenon.  Again, I am not denying the need for Churches of Christ to preach the good news of 
Jesus Christ, or to lead a dialogue among Christian people about the nature, need for and antecedents 
of Christian unity, nor to encourage people claiming Christ to come together in his kingdom in a 
much closer fashion than we probably imagine possible, but those concepts do not excuse the use of 
development initiatives as an opportunity to seduce people from one group into another.  Such 
behavior is at odds with the healing ministry of our Lord who compassionately served those who 
sought his favor without making prior demands other than to trust him. The apostle Paul referred to 
such manipulative practices as something he must have utilized in a former life, saying that he had 
"renounced deceitful and underhanded ways", thus suggesting that we should not use them.  By 
basing this project in the social structure of the village with the Malawian "Village Headman" as the 
primary patron of the project, ancient traditional structures that are more stable and are not as subject 
to manipulation come into play, and the temptation is reduced for church leaders to use this project as 
a manipulative tool.   

3. In addition, activity and position in relation to special projects and the favors they bestow is often 
used in and of itself to determine hierarchical relationships among preachers in a region rather than as 
opportunities to serve members of the congregations and other members of their communities.  In 
other words, preachers use such mechanisms to control and manipulate each other, as well as 
community members. 

4. In the presence of such manipulative opportunism congregational leadership at the village level has 
unfortunately at times shown itself to be frankly larcenous, even demonstrating such behavior across 
multiple congregations in concert. 

5. By basing this project on village social structures this "demonstration project" will be more useful as 
a model to preachers of Churches of Christ from other countries where we are not continuously 
present, as they will have to work directly with multiple secular agencies and within the context of 
their own villages in order to establish HIV ministries. 

 
 Thus this project will seek to work in villages where churches exist.  The project will encourage 
churches themselves to develop HIV ministries, but will base the project in the authority of the Village 
Headman, not any one local preacher or committee of preachers or church members. Our current plan is 
to bring to the village only that which the village cannot provide for itself.  We do not plan to support the 
workers, but will expect the village to do this.  We expect to provide only those materials which the 
village cannot provide for itself.  While doing this, the power of Jesus Christ and his Kingdom will be 
invoked continually in this work, and participants will be taught to depend on him and to work in his 
name.  In villages where there is not a local congregation we will work with local evangelists to establish 
one prior to working in the village.  Following are goals and time-specific objectives for both the regional 
educational/motivational project and the local demonstration project. 
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 D-5-b:  Goals and Objectives Narrative 
 

 
Project Goals:   
 

1. Prepare national church leaders of 
Churches of Christ and other churches  
in various countries of Africa and areas 
of Malawi removed from the 
demonstration project to educate their 
own members about HIV and equip 
those leaders to address the epidemic 
through various ministries. 

2. Establish a multi-faceted community-
based demonstration project addressing 
the impact of HIV from multiple aspects 
in a relatively small set of communities 
in a particular region of Malawi. 

 
 
 

Project Objectives: 
 
Year one: 
 

1. Within one year of having entered the country, achieve a U.S. Foreign Service Institute level II+ 
proficiency in Chichewa. 

 
Year two: 
 

2. Within 16 months of entry into the country have completed Malawian requirements for a medical 
license 

3. Within 18 months of entry into the country have selected a target area  
4. Within 24 months of entry into the country, have enlisted as project collaborators at least 75% of 

the communities in the target area. 
5. Within two years of arrival have presented a seminar on HIV to a cohort of local leaders of 

Churches of Christ in at least 4 of the 12∗ more heavily affected countries in Eastern and Southern 
Africa.   
a. As a result of this seminar, all these leaders will design a prevention plan to present to their 

local congregations, and will choose at least one other HIV intervention to propose to their 
congregation for implementation. 

b. At least half of the congregations represented will implement the plan they designed for 
addressing HIV in their area. 

6.  Within two years of entry into the country have designed a "Train-the-Trainer" course. 
 

                                                 
∗ Namibia, South Africa, Lesotho, Botswana, Swaziland, Mozambique, Zimbabwe, Zambia, Malawi, Tanzania, 
Kenya, and Uganda. 

Church leaders share perspectives in a training to help 
them confront the HIV epidemic. 
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Year three: 
 

6. Within 30 months of entry into the country have achieved a U.S. Foreign Service Institute level 
III proficiency in Chichewa. 

7. Within 30 months of entry into the country have trained at least 75% of the community and/or 
church leaders of the Target Area in basic facts about HIV and established local goals for dealing 
with the epidemic.  Each community would be expected to have a prevention goal.  A possible 
menu for other goals, discussed more fully below, includes: 

 
a. Establishing HIV Support Groups with trained facilitators. 
b. Establishing “in-home care” ministries in the congregations or communities in the target area. 
c. Establishing a list of widows and orphans of the community and mechanisms of local 

assistance for those of most urgent need. 
d. Establishing local orphan support management committees and directors and beginning, with 

outside funds, some level of sponsorship of those most in need. 
e. Training local Primary Care/HIV Clinicians in communities and/or congregations in the 

target area to care for the most common illnesses in their communities, to recognize and 
appropriately refer serious illnesses beyond their skills, and to encourage and facilitate HIV 
testing and initiate and follow treatment of patients who qualify for such according to 
nationally accepted protocols.  These individual community-based clinicians would be linked 
to the nearest Ministry of Health facility or mission hospital dealing with HIV. 

8. Within three years of having entered the country have accomplished at least one initial goal of 
each of the local planning committees and begun work on subsequent goals. 

9. Within three years of arrival have presented a seminar on HIV to a cohort of local leaders of 
Churches of Christ in at least 6 of the 12∗ more heavily affected countries in Eastern and Southern 
Africa.   

10. Within three years of arrival have trained a cohort of local leaders of Churches of Christ in 1 of 
the 12 more highly affected countries in Eastern and Southern Africa to conduct a seminar on 
HIV for other leaders in their country. 
a. Those trained will conduct an average of 1.5 seminars per person each year in their own 

countries over the next five years. 
b. The seminars conducted by these leaders will produce results like those in #5. 

 
Year Four 
 

11. Within four years of arrival in the country will have 
trained facilitators of the HIV seminar in at least 4 of 
the 12 most highly affected countries in Eastern and 
Southern Africa to conduct a seminar on HIV for 
other leaders in their country.   

 
Year Five 
 

12. Within five years of arrival in the country will have 
trained facilitators of the HIV seminar in at least 9 
of the 12 most highly affected countries in Eastern 
and Southern Africa to conduct a seminar on HIV 
for other leaders in their respective countries. 

                                                 
∗ Namibia, South Africa, Lesotho, Botswana, Swaziland, Mozambique, Zimbabwe, Zambia, Malawi, Tanzania, 
Kenya, and Uganda. 

In an AIDS education class, a Ugandan takes 
notes on the effects of HIV. 
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13. Within five years of arrival will have established balanced, broad and effective projects in 
multiple villages in a region or zone of the target people which have accomplished the majority of 
their goals and will have begun mechanisms to replicate the project throughout neighboring 
villages of their people in a logarithmic fashion. 

 
 
D-5-c:  Areas for HIV Intervention and Activities for Accomplishment of Objectives  
 

Reduction of Stigma:  Before any other efforts can succeed in confronting HIV, the stigma 
currently associated with the disease must be reduced, and taboos regarding discussions of sexuality 
bridged.  These will be accomplished through a combination of education and association.  Church and 
community leaders will be educated regarding HIV, the means by which it is and is not spread, its effects 
on the community, and the adoption of a Christ-like attitude of graciousness toward the afflicted.  Second, 
they will be shown, through demonstrations of compassionate care for infected people living in the 
village, the lack of need to fear this disease when walking in the path to which God has called us.  Third, 
they will be taught regarding the role of skin-penetrating procedures and will be led in exploration of 
ways to avoid or reduce the risk of these.  Fourth, they will be taught regarding the Biblical attitude 
toward sexuality and discussions of the same, desensitizing and empowering them to lead their own 
people toward not only sexual health, but also sexual satisfaction within the boundaries of marriage.   

Seminars conducted with church leaders in five nations of Africa in the summer of 2005 and in 
Malawi in 2008 have demonstrated that such discussions can reduce stigma and lead to open engagement 
of HIV where before there was silence and paralysis.  Finally, through a persistent presence and 
willingness to associate with, to touch, and to accept those whose positive HIV status has been revealed, 
stigma will also be reduced.  Community leaders, including church leaders, will be trained to teach those 
under their influence the same principles through culturally appropriate methods which they will develop 
with guidance and encouragement. 
 

Prevention:  The vast numbers of persons infected with HIV can only be managed in a 
sustainable fashion if and when the number of persons becoming infected is reduced drastically.  This will 
require patient and sensitive exploration of the means by which HIV is being spread in the community, 
and equally sensitive and persistent discussion of the means by which the society can interrupt these 
means of spread.  If culturally sanctioned extramarital sex or other risky behaviors are expected of these 
people under certain circumstances, a search for acceptable functional equivalents which reduce or 
eliminate the risk of HIV transmission will be engaged and promoted as a means of preserving the life of 
the community and, where so, of fulfilling the will of God.  As leaders work through these problems in an 
initial community or set of communities, their assistance will be sought as we encourage similar 
explorations in neighboring communities.  Again, seminar work in 2005 demonstrated the feasibility of 
these discussions.  Similarly, while the work of the Ugandan nation has demonstrated the reality of 
reducing the prevalence of HIV through a top-down approach, it is reasonable to assume that an ever-
expanding local approach can achieve similar results in the localities affected.   
 

Support of the Infected and Affected:  The provision of support groups for the infected and 
affected is perhaps the double-edged sword for dealing with HIV stigma:  support groups can occur where 
stigma has been reduced, and they lead to further stigma reduction.  The provision of such support groups 
for the infected and affected provides encouragement, education, and hope, even in the absence of 
medications.  Volunteers selected by the community or church will be trained in the basic principles of 
counseling and facilitating such groups, and in the further training of others, enabling the groups to 
remain at a reasonable size as the number of groups grows within communities and spreads to other 
communities.  As more people realize the advantages accrued from learning their status through testing 
and seeking the support of the community, additional opportunities for prevention will result. 
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A second form of support of the infected is found in "home-based care", a form of hospice care 
for the very ill and dying.  It is unreasonable to think that none will die of this disease or become gravely 
ill.  In these cases persons who are willing to meet basic social needs of feeding, bathing, and keeping 
company are a great comfort to the dying.  Throughout Africa various organizations provide training in 
this care to make sure it is both safe and effective.  We will partner with such organizations and provide 
such training, in addition to selecting and utilizing those apt for training still others in these practices. 

 Testing:  Pending approval of the Malawian 
government, members of the community will be assisted in 
selecting individuals to be trained for pre-test counseling, 
specimen acquisition and transport to centers where testing can 
be performed, and for retrieval of the results and post-test 
counseling with those tested. It is hoped that testing in the 
village will itself be approved eventually. These technicians 
will also link those who have a positive test with support 
groups and with further diagnostic evaluation to determine 
fitness for treatment by established protocols.  
 

Treatment of the Infected:  Again, pending approval of 
the Malawian government, members selected by the 
community and fulfilling qualifications determined by the 
project will be trained in algorithms for determining those who 

meet criteria for receiving anti-retroviral (ARV) therapy, which therapy to give, and management of side-
effects.  This will be done in linkage with, and thus under supervision of the nearest medical facility 
managing HIV patients.  Provision of treatment encourages testing and probably reduces transmission of 
HIV.  These HIV care-givers would also be trained in obtaining samples for key laboratory tests, if not in 
their actual performance, to determine fitness for treatment and to monitor its effectiveness. 
 

Care of Widows and Orphans:  While HIV is now known to be manageable as a chronic disease 
with a greatly reduced likelihood for becoming the cause of death of the infected person, the care of 
widows and orphans will likely remain a challenge for some time to come.  Reasons for this include the 
nature of the epidemic and the likelihood that many will come to testing and treatment with advanced 
disease which has a higher risk of treatment failure and/or death.  Leaders of the community will be 
assisted in establishing criteria of relative need, enlisting widows and orphans meeting those criteria and 
seeking help from within the community for these individuals.  These leaders will also be taught methods 
for responsibly applying for and handling funds from international organizations to subsidize the care of 
these individuals.  Attempts will be made to subsidize (where needed) relative care as a primary means of 
helping those orphans without either parent.  Income-generating activities will be sought for those 
widows without income, and literacy training will be an important component of preparing them to reduce 
their dependence on others.  Other models, such as Mtendere Village, will be utilized as needed and 
deemed desirable. 
  
 
D-5-d:  Timeline of Activities and Objectives 
 
Year 1 
 
• Move to Malawi:  the Smiths could be ready to move within 3-6 months of achieving adequate 

funding.  
• Week 1:  Find housing and begin language study 
• Week 4:  Achieve Chichewa language level 0+ 

HIV infection is a primary cause of the 
soaring number of orphans in Africa, like 
these from Mtendere village, Malawi. 
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• Week 12:  Achieve Chichewa language level 1 
• Week 20:  Achieve Chichewa language level 1+ 
• Week 26:  Take 1-2 weeks in Mozambique (or the grandkids visit Malawi) 
• Week 35:  Achieve Chichewa language level 2; take a long weekend break 
• Week 52:  Achieve Chichewa language level 2+ 
 
 
Year 2 
 
• Week 52:  Begin medical rotations to obtain Malawian license  
• Week 69:  Finish medical rotations to get Malawian license 
• Define the "target area" in Malawi for the "model project" 
• Enlist village leaders as local project "sponsors" 
• Begin seminars in other countries of southern and eastern Africa building on the 2005 experience 
• Begin Malawi seminars in the target area to establish committees and set objectives 
• Begin provision of HIV care in target villages 
• Negotiate with Ministry of Health (MOH) to train primary care/HIV Health Promoters in villages 
• Design "train-the-trainer" seminar 
 
 
Year 3 
 
• Set village HIV objectives; accomplish at least one 
• Select and train Health Promoters in villages 
• On-going care will be transferred to Health Promoters 
• Conduct objective-specific trainings (support group facilitators, widow-orphan committees, etc.) in 

appropriate villages  
• Have conducted a "train-the trainer" seminar in at least one country 
• Continue HIV trainings in other countries 
• Reach Level III language proficiency in Chichewa 
 
 
Year 4 
 
• Continue work with local Health Committees in Malawi and other countries to accomplish objectives 
• Have conducted "train the trainer" seminars in at least 4 countries 
• Begin evaluation work 
 
 
Year 5 
 
• Continue work with local Health Committees to accomplish objectives 
• Have conducted "train the trainer" seminars in at least 9 of the 12 most highly affected countries 
• Finish evaluation 
• Finalize plans for wrap up of project or extension to broader area (possibly even international) 
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Time Line Narrative: 
 
 Pending obtaining funding to complement that committed by Landmark, the Smiths plan to move 
to Malawi approximately January, 2010, after spending six months in Montgomery.  The initial 12 
months in Malawi will be dedicated primarily to language study.  At the beginning of the second year, 
work will begin with the Ministry of Health on obtaining a Malawian medical license.  It is our 
understanding that this requires a four month rotation in one of Malawi's hospitals.   
 In the first half of the second year a decision will be made about the "target area" in Malawi, 
choosing a collection of 10-20 villages on which to concentrate for a model project.  Also in the second 
year work will begin on HIV education with local leaders in Malawi, and will resume with church leaders 
in other countries, emphasizing those countries not yet visited in the region.  We will also design a "train-
the-trainer" seminar to prepare selected individuals from each country to continue training still other 
church leaders about HIV in their respective countries.  In the target area in Malawi these seminars will 
be followed with local prioritization of needs and the preparation of local, village-specific plans to 
address HIV.  The project director will then work with local leaders in each village or church to adapt and 
enact the plan, providing training in the HIV-related areas of the plan to technicians chosen by the 
community.  It is expected that a minimum of some two to three years would be necessary to completely 
enact a comprehensive plan for addressing HIV, including supplying treatment to infected individuals in a 
collection of villages in the target country.  This could be stretched to five years depending on the number 
of villages involved in the pilot project and other variables.  A part of this process will probably include 
the mobile offering by the project director of primary care, and testing and treatment for HIV in village 
settings.   
 In the third and subsequent years the training of men and women chosen by the villages will 
continue, and opportunities will be sought to extend their care of HIV patients.  Training of local 
committees for selecting and caring for orphans and widows will continue, and other means of addressing 
HIV.  Education of church leaders in other areas of Malawi will be enlarged, as well as other countries in 
the region, and still more trainers will be trained in other countries of the region.  If funds are available, 
some of the workers in the model project may be sent to speak in other countries, and an international 
seminar highlighting the work of the model project could be hosted in Malawi. 
 In the first half of the fifth year, an attempt will be made to demonstrate that the number of 
patients progressing to AIDS is less in project villages than in surrounding villages that are not 
participating in the project, and the feasibility of expanding the project to other villages will be studied.  
Trainers will be taught how to deliver the HIV seminar in most if not all of the remaining countries in the 
region.  A decision will be made by the Smiths as to whether to extend their involvement for another five 
years for either the purpose of improving the project's effectiveness or extending its coverage.   
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Appendix D-6:  Budget 
 

Ongoing Personal Expenses Monthly Expenses 
  

Total personal expenses & salary $2990
 

Ongoing Malawi Work Expenses  
  

Fuel 375
Auto Maintenance 150
Auto Insurance 84
Internet Access (air time) 200
Annual trip to U.S. 475
CME 50
California License Maintenance 40
Total Ongoing Working Expenses  $1374
 

Ongoing Out of Country Seminar Expenses 
 
Travel* *(1250)
Seminar Materials and Supplies** **(15)
Total Ongoing Out of Country Seminar Expenses (1265)
 
TOTAL ONGOING EXPENSES $4364 (5629)

  
One Time Expenses  

Vehicle $55,000
Setting up housekeeping 7,000
Internet Access (hardware) 200
TOTAL ONE TIME EXPENSES $62,200
*These will not begin until 2011 
**See the Budget Narrative, appendix E-2. 
 
 
D-6-a:  Budget Narrative 
 
Ongoing Work Expenses 
 
 These fuel expenses are based on 100 km/d (50 miles) @ $7.17/g, Malawian gas prices as of 
October, 2008. 
 Ongoing continuing medical education and licensure are necessary to keep a door open for 
eventual professional return to the United States.  While some CME is available on line for free, this is 
usually not without question with regard to bias and usually will not satisfy all legal requirements. 
 
Ongoing Out of Country Seminar Expenses 
 
 Out-of-country trips to educate and motivate church leaders in other countries, the primary 
purpose of this project, will not begin until the second year, when they will occur at a rate of about four 
per year, and then probably move to bimonthly and eventually monthly in the third year.  The expense for 
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these is thus in parentheses, and only the totals in parentheses include these amounts.  We hope to raise 
funds from U.S. churches currently doing mission work in those countries to cover the expenses of those 
trips. 
 Seminar materials and supplies accounts for minimum supplies.  We have decided to allow hosts 
to make other personal supplies (pens, folders, notebooks, hand-outs/notes) available if they wish and are 
willing.  Veteran missionary Fielden Allison, who is doing marriage seminars throughout southern and 
eastern Africa, says he leaves it up to local folks as to whether they will provide materials and supplies.  If 
they do, then they have them.  If they don't, they have what they can remember.  He provides himself on 
site.  We will continue to evaluate this policy and budget item. 
 
 
One-time Work Expenses 
  
 Appropriate appliances and electrical conversion equipment will need to be purchased and these 
will be shipped from the U.S.   This will probably be possible via a container which will go annually from 
Landmark. 
 
One-time Demonstration Project Expenses 
  
 Not listed here are the special expenses for a special demonstration project in Malawi.  Training 
of village and church leaders will be covered under ongoing working fund expenses.  If the Malawian 
government allows the training of village-based promoters, however, who will do primary and/or HIV 
care, they will need some basic equipment.  I anticipate buying for those we would train a blood pressure 
cuff, stethoscope, and a rudimentary otoscope.  Unless the Malawian government approves the project 
and the villages are willing to embrace this concept, there will be no health promoters and this expense 
will not occur.  If it moves forward, we anticipate seeking special grant funding from an appropriate 
foundation for these expenses.   
  

 
 

D-6-b:  Alternative Sources of Funding 
 
 A number of alternative funding sources have been recommended for this project.  For the initial 
start-up costs the following foundations assisting missions of Churches of Christ are possibilities: 
 
Bell Trust 
 
The Frazier Foundation 
 
  
 For the broader work of the HIV education and the model project, the following foundations have 
also been suggested: 
 
The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation 
 
The William J. Clinton Foundation 
 
 In addition to these, individual churches involved in mission work in Africa would be likely to 
help support visits to the countries where they support the work, thus defraying the cost of the 
international portion of this proposal. 
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E:  Conclusion 
 

 HIV threatens to transform African society in frightening ways.  The Good News of forgiveness, 
hope and the freedom of righteous living are perfect antidotes to the fear and despair wrought by HIV.  
Churches are often poorly equipped to confront HIV and nullify its threat, but they are eager to learn what 
they can do.  You are invited to partner with us in combating HIV in southeastern Africa so that 
Christians there will have the tools necessary to grow in Christ, bless their neighbors, and enlarge the 
borders of Christ's Kingdom against the Kingdom of Darkness.   
 Questions about this proposal should be directed to: 
 
Bruce and Beth Smith 
c/o Landmark Church of Christ 
1800 Halcyon Blvd. 
Montgomery, Alabama 36117 
bruce@HIVemSA.org 
beth@HIVemSA.org 
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